2Prospectors Summary Report on the RidgeTop Taylor Property
(“Jo”, “RT”, “HR” & “TKO” lode mining claims)
The RidgeTop Taylor Property consists of 46 unpatented lode mining claims situated in 4 groups named the
“Jo” claims, the “RT” (RidgeTop) claims, the “HR” (Hotdog Ridge) claims and the “TKO” claims. Most of the
mining claims were located between March of 2004 and June of 2006. Additional claims were located by
owners in September of 2012. The Property is for sale or lease to a qualified Company or Party. Owners will
consider any reasonable offers.
The claims are located on Forest Service lands in the Taylor Mining District of White Pine County, Nevada and
have a common border, at the southern end, with the claims of Anglo Nevada / Silver Predator, Inc. (Taylor
Silver Mine Property). As well, the “Jo” block of 13 claims is a senior inlier within the claims of Anglo Nevada
/ Silver Predator and is a short distance from their Taylor Silver Mine.
The Taylor Silver Mine is an open pit style mine with the silver ore / mineralization primarily being
replacement style (jasperoid). Also, east and northeast of the Mine are two small replacement / Carlin style
gold resources known as the “Taylor” and the “Chipp” deposits (Taylor-Chipp). These resources were
discovered and partially delineated by Alta Gold in the 1980’s & 90’s. They are now controlled by Silver
Predator and are part of the large claim position they hold in the District. Presently, Silver Predator is
exploring similar Au mineralization south of their Taylor Silver Mine.
Within 2Prospectors “Jo” claims (west side) is a faulted zone in carbonate rocks (Jo Zone) with numerous
historic prospect shafts, trenches and digs that host sporadic mineralization in calcite. Samples of the
mineralization show Ag-Zn-Cu-Pb with minor Au. This Zone strikes toward the Taylor Silver Mine before
going under cover a short distance from that Mine. Besides some sampling and geologic mapping, by previous
owner, there appears to have been no modern exploration conducted on this zone. This zone potentially
represents an important pathfinder.
In the eastern part of the “Jo” claim block, the claims cover most of the ground (strike?) between the previously
mentioned “Taylor” and “Chipp” Au Deposits. This equates to more than a half mile of strike and largely
consists of ground covered by overburden with an outcrop or 2 of silicified sediments.
The remainder of 2Prospectors’ RT Taylor Property mining claims (33) lie north of Silver Predator’s Taylor
Mine Property Boundary. These claims cover a faulted sedimentary environment which includes Guilmette
Limestone, Pilot Shale, Joanna Limestone and Chainman Shale. Minor intrusive? rhyolite is also present.
4 separate Carlin Style Au targets have been delineated within these claims. See Muto Report on web page for
details. There are at least 4 other areas within the 2Prospectors claims where indications point toward the
presence of additional Carlin Style Au mineralization.
The owners (2Prospectors) have acquired a Property exploration data set from the previous owner. This data
was generated from ~ 2005 to 2008. The previous owner’s efforts on the Property reached the point of
permitting for drilling before their focus and attention were diverted away from precious metals exploration.
No drilling was actually carried out. Cost to previous owner to generate data was near $150,000.00 The data
includes the following:
1) Mining claim scale geology mapping of the RT Taylor Property and nearby area. These are very well done
geology maps constructed by Reno, Nevada based consulting geologist Paul Muto.

2) Comprehensive rock geochem results including separate maps for elements Au, Ag, As, Hg and the ALS
Chemex data files for the multi-element analysis of all samples.
3) Bio-geochem program results and report by Shea Clark Smith for the TKO, HR and RT claim blocks.
4) Misc. including: target summary reports, drill target and proposed drill hole placement maps, geochem and
geology compilation maps and plan of operations/permitting work info.
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Part of Map Showing Proposed Drill Holes on North TKO Target area
(Example of Map Work by P. Muto)

